Get visibility. Drive accountability. Recognize results.

Capture time clock punches, job punches & production data in one system in **real time** with touch screens & **mobile devices**

**Use inside your shop or off-site** to increase efficiency & utilization rates

riteTIME is a simple, yet configurable, time tracking system that captures time clock punches for payroll—and project time or “job punches” by tasks and employees, plus custom production data such as quantity produced and scrap—in real time. Operators capture time via simple barcode scans, touch screen, or keyboard on a computer work station, shared tablet, kiosk, or mobile device. Plus, riteTIME shares the data seamlessly with your ERP—and payroll systems such as ADP.

**Monitor performance & check on jobs without walking the shop floor with customizable dashboards & reports**

**Save time**—integrate with your ERP & payroll systems

**Start a free trial!**

**Contact us today!**

Call 1-866-580-7483, email contact@ritesoft.com, or visit ritesoft.com
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